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1. Introduction 

1.1. Waterman was commissioned by the Aire Rivers Trust to investigate the feasibility of naturalising 

the Bradford Beck through the introduction of river restoration techniques, for inclusion into their 

Catchment Management Plan: Bradford’s Becks, A Plan for the 21
st
 Century. 

1.2. This report expands on the principles set out in the Shipley and Canal Road Corridor Area Action 

Plan: Issues and Options Report (AAP) and its evidence base, the Shipley and Canal Road 

Corridor Strategic Development Framework (SDF).  The river restoration proposals have been 

assessed based on the development proposals contained within Draft 1 of the SDF Preferred 

Options Report, which are subject to change. 

1.3. The AAP will guide the transformation of the Shipley and Canal Road Corridor area up to 2028. It 

will identify the location of new development and help make decisions on planning applications. It 

will also influence decisions about transport, infrastructure, community facilities and economic 

development. 

1.4. The Bradford Beck drains a rural catchment to the west of Bradford before flowing into Bradford in 

an easterly direction, and then turning north and continuing for a further 6.5km to its confluence 

with the River Aire at Shipley. A number of tributaries join the Bradford Beck in Bradford, including 

Westbrook, Bowling Beck and Eastbrook close to the City Centre and the smaller Bolton Beck, 

Trap Syke and Red Beck between the City Centre and Shipley. The natural drainage catchment of 

the Bradford Beck is 58km
2
 in area and the river falls from 370m to around 60m above Ordnance 

Datum. 

1.5. In the City Centre the natural channels of the Bradford Beck and its tributaries were modified in the 

early to mid-nineteenth century to allow for industrial development and were later culverted in a 

piecemeal fashion as a public health measure due to its polluted state. These culverts remain in 

service substantially in their original form to the present day, passing beneath many of the City’s 

principal streets, buildings and major utilities. 

1.6. The Bradford Beck remains predominantly culverted downstream of the City Centre as far as 

Queens Road, after which it consists of relatively steep, mainly straight, lined channels with 

occasional culverted sections.  The channel has been designed to convey flows through the 

system as quickly as possible, but provides negligible flood storage.  This results in high flow 

velocities and limited opportunity for wildlife to establish, providing a barrier to the colonisation and 

migration of flora and fauna within the watercourse. The canalised channel hides the existing 

watercourse from its surrounding environment and is not integrated into the wider landscape.   

1.7. The Shipley and Canal Road Corridor AAP SDF is currently being developed by BDP and City of 

Bradford Metropolitan District Council (CBMDC).  The SDF provides an opportunity to reintegrate 

the Beck into Bradford’s public realm, raising its profile and naturalising it by daylighting the 

culverted sections and regrading the walls that currently form the river banks.  In turn, the new 

amenity created would have a positive impact on the area and become an important driver for 

regeneration. 

1.8. This report assesses the potential to naturalise the stretch of the Bradford Beck that runs from the 

Tesco store in Valley Road to its confluence with the River Aire at Shipley.  The area immediately 

to the south, from Valley Road to Holdsworth Street, is also considered in the assessment. The 

extent of the study (which tallies with the SDF Study Area) can be seen in Figure 1, and in more 

detail within Appendix 1. 
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Figure 1: SDF Study Area Boundary 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1.9. This assessment of potential restoration techniques is based on four main criteria for benefit as set 

out below. These criteria draw on the main aspirations set out within the Catchment Management 

Plan by the Aire Rivers Trust. 

 Water Quality (potential to reduce pollution from sewer discharges and illegal connections); 

 Biodiversity (the amount and variety of life in the river); 

Key 

 

Shipley and Canal Road Corridor SDF Study Area Boundary 
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 Visibility and Accessibility (for the public’s appreciation); and 

 Flood Risk (potential to reduce through alterations to river capacity and flow mechanisms). 

1.10. The benefits of the proposed river restoration are ranked according to the extent to which they 

would satisfy the four criteria (as set out above) on a scale of 1 to 3; where 1 is negligible and 3 is a 

significant contribution towards meeting the criteria. 

1.11. The study area has been split into different Character Areas, based on the existing conditions 

along the Bradford Beck, ranging from Character Area A in the north to Area I in the south.  

1.12. This report sets out the existing profile of the river channel for each Character Area, and identifies 

restoration options which could be suited to each reach of the Beck.  The AAP identifies areas of 

land for regeneration, many of which are adjacent to the Bradford Beck. As a result there is an 

opportunity to introduce significant interventions to the river that are not necessarily confined to the 

area within the existing river channel.  

1.13. Due to the inherent uncertainties in the timing of the regeneration of the corridor and any 

associated funding for river restoration, the proposals outlined in this report are considered 

aspirational.  However, there is also scope to provide alternative, smaller scale interventions that 

would be less costly and require no additional land take. Two restoration options, namely 

“Aspirational Proposals” (Do Maximum) and “Minimal Work Proposals” (Do Minimum) are therefore 

outlined within each Character Area. 

1.14. The benefits based on the four criteria outlined above are summarised, and estimated costs for 

implementing the works are provided, based on typical current rates for engineering works.  The 

costs are indicative only and would need to be refined at an early stage as the design progresses.  

It should be noted that the condition of some of the existing river walls is poor and that funding will 

be required to maintain the existing structures, regardless of whether any restoration works are 

progressed. 

1.15. The report concludes with recommendations for a suggested way forward. 
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2. Restoration Proposals 

2.1. The river reaches where potential improvement works have been identified have been split into 

different Character Areas, based on the existing conditions along the Bradford Beck, as follows: 

 Character Area A: Leeds Road to River Aire confluence 

 Character Area B: Station Road to Leeds Road 

 Character Area C: Briggate Bridge to Station Road; 

 Character Area D: Poplar Road to Briggate Bridge; 

 Character Area E: Stanley Road to Poplar Road; 

 Character Area F: Canal Road (Hillam Road to Stanley Road); 

 Character Area G: Hillam Road Industrial Estate; 

 Character Area H: Woodhead Uriah and Son to Queens Road; and 

 Character Area I: Canal Road (Holdsworth Street) to Staples. 

2.2. A plan showing the location and extent of these character areas is provided in Appendix 1. 

Benefit Criteria 

2.3. The principles of each of the identified benefit criteria to be applied are set out below. 

Water Quality 

2.1. In order to introduce and sustain life in the Bradford Beck, the quality of the water in the river must 

be of a sufficient standard.  Water quality in the river is currently variable, with pollution caused by 

intermittent Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) discharges during wet weather, illegal connections 

and to a lesser extent contaminated highway runoff, fly tipping, wind and water borne litter.   

2.2. For the purposes of this exercise, minor works to remove foreign debris and the creation of pools 

and riffles are considered to provide a minor betterment with regard to water quality over the 

existing situation (scoring 2).  Where the river banks are proposed to be regarded and planted in 

addition, natural filtering of pollutants would provide additional water quality benefits (scoring 3).  

2.3. However, for the benefits of restoring the river to be fully realised, it would be necessary to identify 

the primary causes of these pollution incidents and work with Yorkshire Water, local businesses 

and the public to seek to reduce them.  Any appreciable reduction in the CSO discharges would 

require significant funding from Yorkshire Water. 

Biodiversity 

2.1. Through improving the water quality of the Bradford Beck, re-naturalising the river where possible 

and providing connectivity along the river for migration, the ecosystem of the Beck would improve, 

encouraging the movement of species up the Beck from the River Aire and surrounding areas. 

2.2. The works would include the management of existing riparian vegetation along the Beck, removing 

invasive foreign species and introducing new areas planted with native species of local provenance 

such as Alder (Alnus sp,) and Ash (Fraxinus sp.). Riffles and pools would also be created to 

increase biodiversity in the river and provide aeration. The creation of bays and backwaters along 

the course would also increase habitat diversity along the river.  
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2.3. The creation of bays and promotion of access (as discussed below) could also provide an 

educational focus, teaching future generations about the ecological importance of the Beck within 

the wider ecosystem. 

Accessibility/Visibility 

2.4. CBMDC are in the process of introducing a “Greenway” (cycle route) along the eastern bank of the 

Bradford Beck, from Leeds Road in the north to Stanley Road in the south.  There is also potential 

as part of the river restoration proposals to extend the Greenway from Leeds Road to the River 

Aire at Shipley. 

2.5. This additional proposal would provide accessibility to the river, and the careful management and 

reordering of the bankside vegetation would improve the visibility of the river from the proposed 

access routes, creating a continuous blue green corridor or “linear park” from Stanley Road to 

Shipley. This would enable reconnection of the Beck with the public and highlight the river as an 

asset for the City.  

2.6. Improving the accessibility of the Beck would raise ecological consciousness and encourage a 

sense of stewardship; which in turn would result in informal monitoring of the Beck’s condition and 

reporting of any pollution and littering. 

Flood Risk 

2.7. Parts of the Bradford Beck are at risk of flooding during significant rainfall events.  These include 

significant areas of land south of Queens Road, and more localised areas further north as shown 

on the flood mapping included in Appendix 2, which was derived from CBMDC’s hydraulic model. 

2.8. The restoration of the Beck would provide opportunities for the river channel to be widened, which 

could increase its flood capacity and if located strategically, could provide additional flood storage 

to reduce flood risk downstream. 

2.9. The majority of the Bradford Beck has been hydraulically engineered with a smooth channel bed 

and consistent gradients, so that flood flows are conveyed quickly through the system.  Even 

during low flow conditions, the resulting flow velocities are sufficient to significantly restrict 

biodiversity within the river channel itself.  

2.10. However, the creation of obstructions in the river bed that would be necessary to allow the spread 

of aquatic species would reduce the channel capacity and could potentially increase the risk of 

flooding if not carefully designed.  Therefore, all proposed alterations to the channel geometry or 

materials would be subject to hydraulic modelling to confirm their impact on flood risk. 

Maintenance 

2.11. Long sections of the Bradford Beck are currently hard engineered and designed to be self-

cleansing, so there is little deposition of material in the river bed.  Restoration of the river would 

result in the creation of natural erosion and deposition mechanisms, which will require detailed geo-

morphological assessment to fully understand the maintenance requirements. 

2.12. As the operating authority, CBMDC has powers to manage and maintain the Bradford Beck on 

behalf of the riparian owners, i.e. the owners of the land through which the river flows.  Due to the 

construction of the river, most maintenance would be of a structural nature, requiring heavy plant 

and it is understood that CBMDC undertakes the majority of this work, as and when necessary. 

2.13. Naturalising the river would require more regular inspection and maintenance but would not require 
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heavy plant and the onus would therefore be on the riparian owners to look after their improved 

asset.  It is anticipated that the improved visibility of the river and heightened public awareness 

would also encourage the public to take an active interest in the river. 

Outline Costs 

2.14. Outline costs have been prepared to provide typical orders of cost to allow the options to be 

compared.  They have not been tested against the market and contain a number of assumptions 

commensurate with the relatively early stage of development of the options.  It is recommended 

that further survey work, data collection and consultation with statutory authorities and other 

stakeholders is completed to inform the next stage of design development before any budgets are 

fixed. 

Character Area A 

Existing River Profile 

2.15. The majority of this part of the Bradford Beck is currently in open channel, with occasional bridges 

to facilitate road crossings and a length of culvert where the river passes beneath the Leeds and 

Liverpool Canal.  Photo A1 shows that there is some sinuosity immediately to the north of Leeds 

Road, where the natural river bed has resulted in some variety in the channel gradient and also 

some deposition on the inside of the bend, where the river is naturally forming its own course within 

the confines of the vertical masonry and concrete walls.  These walls are typically of stone and 

approximately 3m in height, so allow no access to or along the river for wildlife.  Photo A1 also 

highlights that the walls are of variable structural condition.  

2.16. Although the river is semi-natural in this reach and close to the confluence of the River Aire, there 

was minimal sign of life within the channel, other than some buddleia bushes clinging onto the 

stone walls.  This is likely due to a combination of high flow velocities and poor water quality due to 

CSO discharges, which were in evidence during the site walkover and are understood to be 

significant during heavy rainfall.  

Photo A1: Bradford Beck Looking North from Leeds Road  
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Aspirational Proposals 

2.17. The SDF identifies three plots of land for mixed use development along the east bank of the river 

and a single plot of employment land on the west side.   

2.18. As shown in Appendix 1, the aspiration would be to use the regeneration proposals as an 

opportunity to restore and provide more space for the Bradford Beck and in doing so, enhance the 

developments as waterside sites.  Where development is proposed, the stone walls would be 

removed and replaced with battered banks (on one or both sides, depending on the availability of 

land).  Figure A1 illustrates the proposed alterations to the channel at a typical location where land 

was available on both banks; in some locations it is likely that only the east bank could be 

enhanced, with the stone walls on west bank retained. 

2.19. The river would form an integral part of each development, with a continuous extension to the 

Greenway provided along the east bank of the Beck from Leeds Road to the River Aire, as shown 

in Appendix 1.  This access route would need to cross the canal and would most likely utilise the 

existing footbridge, but could potentially take a shorter route underneath it, subject to sufficient 

space being available.  This would create a continuous riverside walk to the River Aire from Shipley 

Station, improving access and visibility to the river and also maximising regeneration opportunities.   

 

Figure A1: Remove Existing Walls and Batter River Banks 

 
 

2.20. The widened river channel would have increased capacity to convey flood flows, helping to reduce 

flood risk to the land between Leeds Road and the Leeds and Liverpool Canal, and further 

downstream (see flood mapping in Appendix 2).  Hydraulic modelling would be required to quantify 

the benefits and ensure that the works did not cause any increase in flood risk elsewhere.  

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.21. In the event that the land required to widen the river or sufficient funding was not forthcoming, it 

would nevertheless be possible to realise some benefits through lower cost interventions within the 

existing channel.  Such works would include localised repairs to the existing stone walls and the 

creation of riffles and pools in the river bed, which could provide a little sinuosity within the limits of 

the existing stone walls (as shown in Figures A2 and A3).  Hydraulic modelling would be required 

to demonstrate no adverse flood risk impacts to any proposals to reduce the capacity of the 

channel/alter the river bed. 

Existing vertical walls removed on east, 

west or both banks, where appropriate 

Banks graded at approximately 1 in 3  River bed naturalised 
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Figure A2: Regrading River Bed, Creation of Riffles and Pools – Plan View 

 
 

 

Figure A3: Regrading River Bed, Creation of Riffles and Pools – Cross Section 

 
 

Potential shoal 

Banks graded to tie into 

existing ground levels 
Pool 

Collection of 

natural sediment 

Stone riffle 

Stone riffle 

Pool 
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2.22. Table 1 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  It shows that the aspirational proposals would provide significant improvements 

in biodiversity and accessibility/visibility, and potentially water quality and flood risk.  The minimal 

works would provide reduced benefits.  

Table 1: Character Area A – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 3 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 1 1 

Indicative Costs 

2.23. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £700,000 

 Minimal Works £25,000 

Character Area B 

Existing River Profile 

2.24. This part of the Bradford Beck is currently in open channel, with a railway and road bridge (Leeds 

Road) crossing the Beck in the far north of this Character Area.  Photo B1 shows a steep, grassed 

bank above a small stone wall along the west of the Beck, with a masonry wall typically 3m above 

the bed of the river (1m above ground level) along the east bank. Photo B2 shows the height of the 

western grassed bank above the Beck located in the valley beneath and highlights the lower lying 

nature of the land beyond to the east. 

2.25. There is some natural debris in the base of the channel leading to some sinuosity, albeit relatively 

little given the straight nature of the channel in this area. Photos B3 and B4 show the viaduct 

crossing high above the Beck in the north, which is adjacent to a large CSO, and Photo B5 shows 

the existing gauging station in the central part of this reach.   

2.26. Although the river is semi-natural in this reach, there was minimal sign of life within the channel, 

other than some vegetation growing from crevices in the stone walls.  This is likely due to a 

combination of the vertical river walls, high flow velocities and poor water quality resulting from 

misconnections and CSO discharges, for which sewage debris was in evidence during the site 

walkover (Photo B5).  

2.27. The eastern river wall on the outside of the bend in the south of Area B has suffered significant 

damage during spate conditions over the years and has recently collapsed (Photo B6). 
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Photo B1: Bradford Beck Looking North from East Bank, upstream of Gauging Station  

 

 

 

Photo B2: Bradford Beck Looking North from West Bank, upstream of Gauging Station 
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Photo B3 & B4: Bradford Beck Looking South under Railway Viaduct from Leeds Road Photo  

 

 

 

Photo B5: Bradford Beck Looking North at Shipley Gauging Station  
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Aspirational Proposals 

2.28. The SDF identifies land to the east for retail use and open space, which would need to be elevated 

above existing ground levels due to the high probability of flooding at this location, and a plot to the 

west for housing.  The potential for regeneration of this area would be improved by any 

enhancement of the Bradford Beck, as it would help to create a continuous, publically accessible 

blue green corridor or “linear park” from here to Stanley Road to the south. 

2.29. The aspiration would be to restore and provide more space for the Bradford Beck, particularly to 

the east where existing ground levels are lower and an area of open space is proposed.  The 

existing river wall along the eastern bank is currently in a poor condition and has been partially 

demolished along part of its length.  It is therefore proposed to widen the bed of the channel and 

create a two stage channel, with flows generally remaining within the low flow channel, but rising 

above the upper stage channel during times of flood, as shown in Figure B1. 

2.30. The existing gauging station is currently bypassed during high flows as a result of the regular 

flooding along the east bank.  To remedy this, ground levels would be configured so that flood 

water could return to the river just upstream of a remodelled weir, which would be designed to 

allow for fish migration up the Bradford Beck from the River Aire.  Alternatively, the gauging weir 

could potentially be removed, subject to the agreement of the Environment Agency. 

2.31. The widened river channel and floodplain would increase the Beck’s capacity to convey flood flows 

in this area and provide storage of flood water, which would help to reduce flood risk to the land 

between Leeds Road and the Leeds and Liverpool Canal and further downstream (as shown in 

Appendix 2).  Hydraulic modelling would be required to quantify the benefits and ensure that the 

works did not cause any increase in flood risk elsewhere.  

2.32. An extension to the Greenway could be provided along the east bank of the Beck at this location, 

as shown in Appendix 1.  This would be set at a low level within the new floodplain which would 

increase the accessibility of the river, and could be located at the top of the newly proposed bank, 

within the flood plain.  

Figure B1: Remove Existing Eastern Wall, Widen River Channel and Regrade Bank 

  
 
 
 

Existing wall removed 

on east bank 

East bank graded at approximately 1 in 3  River bed widened and 

naturalised (lower stage)  

Footpath/cycleway (extension 

to Greenway) proposed along 

upper stage channel 
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Photo B6: Collapsed River Wall, upstream of Gauging Station 

 

Minimal Work Proposals (Do Minimum) 

2.33. In the event that the land required to widen the river or sufficient funding was not forthcoming, it 

would still be possible to realise some benefits through some lower cost interventions. Works would 

be limited to the removal of the wall above natural ground level along the eastern edge of the Beck, 

removal of foreign debris from the river bed, and the creation of additional riffles and pools.  This 

would still provide a significant increase in flood storage capacity, although to a lesser degree to 

that of the aspirational proposals.  Ground levels would be configured to allow flood flows back into 

the Beck upstream of the gauging station, which could be remodelled to maximise its effectiveness 

in measuring flows and allowing for fish passage, or alternatively removed.  A new gauging station 

has been allowed for in the indicative cost estimates for both aspirational and minimal works. 

2.34. Table 2 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  It shows that the aspirational proposals (do maximum) would provide significant 

improvements in biodiversity, accessibility/visibility and flood risk, and potentially water quality, 

however the minimal works would provide reduced benefits. 

Table 2: Character Area B – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 3 3 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 2 2 
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Indicative Costs 

2.35. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £525,000 

 Minimal Works £225,000 

Character Area C 

Existing River Profile 

2.36. This part of the Bradford Beck is in open channel, with dense vegetation on both banks (particularly 

prevalent through summer months).  Photo C1 shows a steep wooded bank above a stone wall 

(approximately 3m high) along the west of the Beck, with a stone wall of similar height (typically a 

little lower) along the east bank which was in disrepair.  

2.37. A series of shallow riffles and pools is present in this stretch of the river, with shallow water and in 

the south and north and generally deeper, slower flowing water in the central area of this stretch.  

Debris, mostly from failing bank walls, was noted in the base of the channel leading to some 

sinuosity, as seen in Photo C2.  

 

Photo C1: Bradford Beck Looking North from East Bank in Central Part of Area C  
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Photo C2: Bradford Beck Looking South from Western Footpath in Southern Part of Area C  

 

 

Aspirational Proposals 

2.38. As shown in Appendix 1, the aspiration would be to use the regeneration proposals as an 

opportunity to restore and provide more space for the Bradford Beck, particularly to the east where 

existing ground levels are lower and there is a greater scope for alterations in the existing ground 

levels.  

2.39. It is proposed to remove the upper part of the existing vertical stone wall along the majority of the 

eastern bank (above say 0.5m) and regrade the bank. A ledge would be provided above the 

retained element of the wall, providing habitat for bankside vegetation.  

2.40. The proposed Greenway along the east bank of the Beck in this location would increase the 

accessibility of the river. Figure C1 illustrates the proposed alterations to the channel in this 

location.  

2.41. During periods of high flow, flood waters currently flow out of bank in the south of this Character 

Area, where the existing banks are lower. The widened river channel would increase its capacity to 

convey flood flows in this area, helping to reduce flood risk downstream.  
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Figure C1: Remove Majority of Eastern Wall, Create Aquatic Ledge and Regrade Bank 

  
 

Minimal Work Proposals  

2.43. In the event that the land required to widen the east bank or sufficient funding was not forthcoming, 

some benefits could be achieved through lower cost interventions. These works would be limited to 

local repairs to the existing walls and minor works to accentuate the existing riffles and pools in the 

river bed.  

2.44. Table 3 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  It shows that the aspirational proposals (do maximum) would provide significant 

improvements in biodiversity and accessibility/visibility, and potentially water quality and flood risk.  

The minimal works would provide reduced benefits.   

Table 3: Character Area C – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 2 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 1 1 

 

 

Existing wall removed 

on east bank 

East bank graded at approximately 1 in 3 

to tie into existing ground levels 
Ledge created, approximately 0.5m 

from river bed 

Greenway proposed by 

CBMDC at top of bank 

Existing footpath 
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Indicative Costs 

2.45. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £300,000 

 Minimal Works £50,000 

Character Area D 

Existing River Profile 

2.46. This part of the Bradford Beck is in open channel, with dense vegetation and open space on the 

east bank and Canal Road on the west. Photo D1 shows the large expanse of grass and mature 

planting along the east of the Beck, with vertical stone walls present on both banks which are 

typically 4m to 5m in height.  

2.47. A twin concrete culvert which has a length of approximately 80m is present in the central area of 

Area D, as seen in Photo D2. 

2.48. In the far south of Area D (just north of Poplar Road), the Bradford Beck changes from a brick lined 

channel to a natural bed, and remains relatively natural for the remainder of this stretch with 

occasional riffles and pools.  Gabion walls are present along the east bank, within a partially 

graded bank profile. However, as seen in Photo D3, the gabions in the vicinity of Poplar Road are 

currently in disrepair. 

 

Photo D1: Bradford Beck Looking South from Briggate  
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Photo D2: Bradford Beck Looking North at Culvert  

 

 
Photo D3: Bradford Beck Looking North from Poplar Road at Failed Gabion Wall 
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Aspirational Proposals 

2.49. No development is proposed adjacent to the Beck within Area D according to the SDF, and it is 

intended to retain this area as open space, with the Greenway introduced on the east side of the 

river.  

2.50. As shown in Appendix 1 and Figures D1 to D3, Canal Road located to the west provides a 

structural constraint to restoration of the river; however there is scope to provide significant 

enhancement to the Beck to the east, with minimal impact or spatial constraints.  

2.51. Although there is potential to create some sinuosity in the north of Area D, the depth of the river 

bed below the top of the banks and the rising ground to the east mean that more extensive works 

would significantly reduce the existing area of green space, so a balance is required. 

2.52. It is therefore proposed to remove two sections of the existing eastern wall and regrade the bank to 

meet existing ground levels, forming two separate bays, as seen in Figure D1.  Stone from the 

demolished wall could be reclaimed and reused to construct stepped seating up the bank, 

encouraging the public to walk down to the river edge.  

 

Figure D1: Remove Eastern Wall, Regrade Bank and Create Bay with Stepped Seating Area 

  
 

 

 

 

2.53. In the central part of Area D, it is proposed (as seen in Figure D2) to infill the existing culvert and 

create a meandering channel to the east of the current alignment.  A short length of dead-end 

channel would be retained at the entrance to the existing culvert (once infilled) and a similar 

backwater would be created at the existing culvert exit.  

2.54. To achieve the sinuosity proposed, the banks would be variable in construction, with long slopes 

where space was available but with vertical stone walls also required, as shown in Figure D2. 

2.55. These features would enhance habitat diversity along the Beck by introducing low velocity refuges, 

and may provide habitat for fish spawning. 

 

Existing wall removed 

on east bank 

East bank graded at approximately 1 in 3.  

Steps created by reusing reclaimed stone from 

demolished wall 
Bed naturalised 

Greenway proposed by 

CBMDC at top of bank 

Western wall retained 

Bay created 
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Figure D2: Infill Culvert and Meander River to East, Creating a Bay and Backwater 

    
 

 

2.56. As seen in Figure D3 below, in the southern part of Area D it is proposed to remove the failing 

gabion walls, regrade the banks and create a reed bed fringe along the eastern bank.  

 

Figure D3: Remove Failing Gabion Wall, Create Reed Bed and Regrade Bank 
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2.57. The proposals in Area D would increase the habitat diversity along the Beck, encouraging 

colonisation by a wider variety of flora and fauna.  This focal point in the linear park would enhance 

an already attractive environment for the public, increasing the regenerative potential for the 

surrounding area. 

2.58. The increased capacity of the river would likely also have the benefit of reducing flood risk, which is 

of significance in the southern reaches of Area D, as shown in Appendix 2. 

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.59. In the event that the land required to widen the eastern river bank or sufficient funding was not 

forthcoming, it would nevertheless be possible to realise some benefits through some lower cost 

interventions.  

2.60. North of the culvert, minor works would be restricted to the creation of pools and riffles and 

potentially some sinuosity within the channel.  The existing culvert could potentially be opened in 

situ to provide connectivity between the two sections of watercourse, however its twin concrete 

construction means this may not prove feasible and this has not been included in the indicative 

cost estimates. 

2.61. The river cross section is flatter and more open to the south of the culvert and there may therefore 

be potential to provide some sinuosity within the channel itself, while accentuating the existing 

riffles and pools in the river bed.  The failing gabion walls would be removed in this area, with some 

minor bank regrading to take account of this.  To improve the visibility of the Beck, landscaping 

works would be undertaken to remove any non-native species and thin the trees where necessary. 

2.62. Table 4 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  It shows that the aspirational proposals (do maximum) would provide significant 

improvements in biodiversity and accessibility/visibility, and potentially water quality and flood risk.  

The minimal works would provide reduced benefits.   

Table 4: Character Area D – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 3 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 1 1 

Indicative Costs 

2.63. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £1,075,000 

 Minimal Works £50,000 
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Character Area E 

Existing River Profile 

2.64. Area E of the Bradford Beck comprises a brick lined, open trapezoidal channel (as seen in Photo 

E1 below).  The bed of the channel is dished, and the bricks rise approximately 1.2m above the 

bed of the channel.  Above this the canalised channel is constructed with stone blocks rising 

another 2m or so.  

2.65. The channel is in a good structural condition, with no debris present.  This is due to the hydraulic 

design of the channel, which is very straight and uniform, with a consistent bed gradient and 

minimal friction, which does not allow for deposition to occur.  

2.66. Flow velocities are high and there is little or no opportunity for aquatic vegetation to establish within 

the channel, although some small shrubs were noted to be present, having rooted in the stone wall 

above. 

2.67. As set out in the fish habitat report by the Wild Trout Trust, there is no spawning habitat here and it 

would prove extremely difficult for fish to travel up the full length of brick channel due to its 

continual laminar flow and lack of “resting spots”. 

Photo E1: Bradford Beck Looking South from Poplar Road 

 
 

Aspirational Proposals 

2.68. According to the SDF, no development is proposed in the north of Area E and it is intended to 

retain this area as open space.  It is also understood that the allotments adjacent to the Beck (north 

of Gaisby Lane) would be removed.  The area south of Gaisby Lane would be retained for the 

purposes of sports pitches, with a school also proposed.  Retail units are proposed in the far south 

of Area E where the existing timber yard is located. 

2.69. As shown in Appendix 1 and Figures E1 to E3 below, Canal Road located to the west once again 

prevents any enhancement to the west of the existing channel; however there is scope to enhance 
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the Beck to the east, with a 40m wide strip of land providing minimal impact or spatial constraint.  

2.70. In the north of Area E (between Poplar Road and Gaisby Lane) it is proposed to retain the western 

bank, but divert and meander the line of the Beck to the east, creating an island and a bay.  The 

east bank would be regarded at approximately 1 in 3 (with some deviation in gradient) and the west 

bank would be regraded to tie into the existing and retained wall adjacent to Canal Road.  These 

aspirational proposals are shown indicatively in Figure E1 below. 

 

Figure E1: Remove Eastern Wall and Create Meanders, Bay and Island – Plan View 

  
 

2.71. In the south Area E (south of Gaisby Lane) it is proposed to retain the western bank, but create a 

bay to the east, providing ecological benefits, as shown in Figures E2 and E3.  This bay could 

provide an educational resource for the pupils of the proposed school, as well as create a new 

habitat for wildlife and flora.  

2.72. The proposed Greenway would increase public access along the Beck throughout this section and 

the proposed enhancements would create a pleasant environment for the public to appreciate the 

river along this linear park, which would extend from Stanley Road at the southern end of Area E all 

the way north to Shipley. 
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Figure E2: Remove Eastern Wall, Regrade Bank and Create Bay – Plan View 

 

  
 

 

 

Figure E3: Remove Eastern Wall, Regrade Bank and Create Bay – Cross Section 
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2.73. Land to the east of the Beck is at risk of flooding (Appendix 2), and therefore any increase in 

channel capacity would help to control this.  There may also be an opportunity to create additional 

temporary, controlled flood storage within the playing fields to the east, by slowing down the rate of 

flow through naturalisation of the river bed and the incorporation of meanders.  

2.74. This flow regime would be significantly different to that in the existing situation, where water is 

passed through the network very quickly along the engineered brick-lined channel.  Detailed 

hydraulic modelling would need to be undertaken in order to confirm the acceptability of these 

proposals on flood risk in Area E and elsewhere.  

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.75. In the event that the land required to widen the eastern river bank or sufficient funding was not 

forthcoming, it would nevertheless be possible to realise some benefits through some lower cost 

interventions.  

2.76. In this scenario, localised repairs would be undertaken to the existing walls where necessary and 

the existing brick channel retained.  Boulders would be placed in the base of the channel which 

would slow the flow of water and artificially create a series of check dams, with pools created 

immediately upstream.  The east bank could still potentially be regraded; however, this would be 

limited to the removal of the stone wall above the bricks.  

2.77. This option would provide some improvements to biodiversity, visibility and flood risk, and would 

allow for the Victorian brick channel to be retained.  However, the creation of pools and riffles 

placed at regular intervals (say every 100 to 200m, depending on the bed gradient) would remove 

the engineering attributes of the smooth brick channel and create a slower, more varied hydraulic 

regime which would help fish migration and connectivity and increase biodiversity. 

2.78. Table 5 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  It shows that the aspirational proposals (do maximum) would provide significant 

improvements in biodiversity and accessibility/visibility, and potentially water quality and flood risk.  

The minimal works would provide reduced benefits.   

Table 5: Character Area E – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 2 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 2 1 

Indicative Costs 

2.79. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £5,475,000 

 Minimal Works £50,000 
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Character Area F 

Existing River Profile 

2.80. Area F of the Bradford Beck comprises a culvert under Canal Road and approximately 50m of 

open channel to the west of Canal Road, before the Beck returns to culvert.  

2.81. The open section of the Beck appears to have relatively natural banks which are colonised with 

both native (e.g. rosebay willowherb) and non-native (e.g. himalayan balsam) vegetation. The bed 

of the river has remnants of a brick lined channel along the east and west, with a more natural 

rubble strewn bed in the centre which creates some turbulence.  

Photo F1: Bradford Beck Looking West from Canal Road (junction of Stanley Road) 

 

Aspirational Proposals 

2.82. The culvert under Canal Road would need to be maintained. However, there is potential to daylight 

the culvert approximately 50m either side of the existing open channel, which would help to 

increase biodiversity and provide visibility benefits, as well as a potential reduction in flood risk due 

to the additional channel capacity that would be created.  A typical section is shown in Figure I1. 

Pools and riffles would also be created in the channel through the introduction of boulders. 

Landscape works would also be undertaken in the existing open section, removing any non-native 

species and replanting where necessary. 

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.83. If the aspirational proposals were not considered feasible, an alternative would be to daylight the 

existing brick culvert by removing its roof and raising the brick walls to ground level, subject to 

structural assessment.  Although the canalised sections would provide limited biodiversity and flood 

risk benefits, light would be introduced to the channel and the river bed would be visible.   

2.84. Table 6 provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river restoration 

works.    
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Table 6: Character Area F – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 3 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 2 1 

Indicative Costs 

2.85. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £350,000 

 Minimal Works £200,000 

Character Area G 

Existing River Profile 

2.86. The Bradford Beck within Area G is culverted in its entirety beneath Hillam Road (which runs 

through the centre of an existing industrial estate) and Queens Road junction. The watercourse in 

this location flows through a triple culvert which is approximately 15m in total width. 

Photo G1: Hillam Road Looking South, Bradford Beck Culverted Beneath 
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Proposals 

2.87. As the SDF only proposes refurbishment of the existing industrial units in this area, it is not 

considered feasible at this stage to realign the existing highway (Hillam Road) in order to open up 

the Bradford Beck in this location.  However, if this does later become a potential option as part of 

the proposals, the placement of the buildings should be considered in light of the currently 

culverted Beck, with the aspiration of opening up this reach of the Beck in the future. 

2.88. The potential to divert the Beck to the east of Canal Road (through the proposed housing area of 

the SDF), and thereby retain Hillam Road, was considered.  However, land to the east rises steeply 

and it is expected that any diversion would be around 6m below ground level, requiring a strip of 

land approximately 40m in width to achieve 1 in 3 bank slopes. The land take could be reduced 

through the construction of vertical walls; however, the river channel would be well below the 

surface, limiting the visibility of this feature.  Given the limited benefits this would provide, and in 

view of the high costs needed to achieve this option, it is considered that this option would not be 

feasible given the natural constraints. 

2.89. However, as noted above, if the potential to redevelop the whole of the industrial estate 

materialises, then opening up and/or realignment of the river should be strongly considered to 

avoid the existing barrier to species migration along the Beck presented by the culvert. 

Table 7: Character Area G – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Character Area H 

Existing River Profile 

2.90. The Bradford Beck within Area H is open channel in the north, culverted under the existing Audi 

garage in the central area, and then open again in the south.  

2.91. Photo H1 shows the confluence of the Bradford Beck (to the right) and the Flood Relief Interceptor 

Tunnel (to the left).  The channel in this reach is formed of high concrete walls and flows were 

noted to be very shallow. The southern open section within Area H is more natural in comparison, 

with a natural bed and overhanging trees shading the watercourse.   
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Photo H1: Bradford Beck Looking north towards Queens Road culvert 

 

Aspirational Proposals 

2.92. No development is currently proposed in Area H according to the SDF (with the exception of a 

potential employment plot located in the west, away from the line of the Beck). It would therefore be 

difficult to implement any large scale restoration proposals and it is likely at this stage that any 

restoration works would need to be confined to the channel itself. 

2.93. It is therefore proposed to simply alter the bed profile, creating riffles and pools as per the general 

design parameters (Figures A2 and A3). This would help to aerate the water and provide some 

channel sinuosity, albeit confined within the river bed. However, the area south of Queens Road is 

identified as being subject to flooding (Appendix 2), so the introduction of any additional material 

within the channel (which would impede the flow of water) would therefore need to be modelled, to 

ensure that there was no increase in flood risk as a result of these works. 

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.94. Due to the limited works that could be undertaken at this stage as part of the aspirational proposals 

outlined above, there would be no minimal work proposals in this instance. 

2.95. Table 6 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.   
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Table 8: Character Area H – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
2 2 1 1 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Indicative Costs 

2.96. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £25,000 

Character Area I 

Existing River Profile 

2.97. The Bradford Beck within Area I is generally culverted, apart from a small open grill adjacent to the 

Tesco store (as seen in Photo I1) and an approximately 75m section of watercourse at Ambler Mill, 

located to the north of Cape Street (as seen in Photo I2).   

2.98. The channel at the Tesco store was noted to be brick lined and appeared to be approximately 4m 

below ground level. At Ambler Mill the Beck has a naturalised bed, with planting bags located on 

the banks.  

Photo I1: Open Grill adjacent to Tesco store, Canal Road 
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Photo I2: Bradford Beck Looking North at Ambler Mill  

 
 

Aspirational Proposals 

2.99. The SDF shows that retail uses are proposed in the north, with mixed use development in the 

south. Although this part of the study area is more spatially confined, the introduction of 

development would create the potential to open up and restore the Beck, taking into consideration 

existing infrastructure that would need to be maintained. 

2.100. The aspirational proposals in this area would be to open up the Beck, remove the existing brick 

lined channel and provide sinuosity through the naturalisation of the river bed (as seen in Figure I1 

below). Where development is proposed on both sides there is the potential to remove both 

existing walls and regrade the banks to create an aesthetically pleasing landscaped environment.  

2.101. The presence of Canal Road to the east would prevent the culvert being opened up along its 

existing alignment on the eastern side through the existing Tesco site, however, the west bank 

could be regraded.  
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2.102. Given the current layout of the plots in this area it is likely that the Beck would need to remain on its 

existing alignment. However, through opening up the river where possible and providing a 

naturalised bed some sinuosity could be provided. It should be noted that in order to achieve this 

objective, it would not be practical to redevelop plots individually, instead it would be necessary to 

Masterplan the entire area south of Valley Road as a single entity and implement the river 

restoration works in advance of any development. 

 

Figure I1: Remove Existing Walls, Regrade Banks and Naturalise River Bed 

  
 

2.103. The increase in channel capacity could potentially reduce the risk of flooding in an area where flood 

risk is noted, as shown in Appendix 2. However, naturalisation of the bed would reduce the velocity 

of water, holding flows back within the system. Therefore the impact upon flood risk would need to 

be hydraulically modelled before the proposals could be confirmed. If the risk of flooding was 

increased as a result of the works, in order to realise these proposals it may be necessary to 

investigate alternative options for flood storage further upstream within the Bradford Beck and its 

tributaries.  

Minimal Work Proposals 

2.104. In the event that the land required to widen the river banks or sufficient funding was not 

forthcoming, it would nevertheless be possible to realise some benefits through some lower cost 

interventions.  

2.105. The majority of the culverted Bradford Beck is not built over, therefore the Beck could be opened 

up on its existing alignment.  It is noted from archive drawings that the culvert running through 

Tesco and Staples is brick built but has a replacement concrete roof, so this could potentially be 

removed and existing bed and walls retained, subject to structural assessment. Boulders could be 

placed within the brick channel, providing a series of pools and riffles (as shown in Figures A2 and 

A3), helping to increase biodiversity and visibility benefits.  However, this option would not be 

straightforward to implement, particularly if redevelopment proposals were not forthcoming.  

Culvert opened up 

Existing bricks removed 

and river bed naturalised 

Existing walls 

removed 

Bank regraded 
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2.106. Table 9 below provides a comparison of the existing situation and the two options for river 

restoration works.  

Table 9: Character Area I – Benefits of Restoration Proposals 

Condition of 

Watercourse 

Benefit Criteria 

Water Quality Biodiversity Accessibility Flood Risk 

Existing Situation         

(Do Nothing) 
1 1 1 1 

Aspirational Proposals  

(Do Maximum) 
3 3 3 2 

Minimal Works             

(Do Minimum) 
2 2 2 1 

Indicative Costs 

2.107. Indicative costs for each option are provided below:  

 Aspirational Proposals £3,975,000 

 Minimal Works £1,600,000 

Total Indicative Costs 

2.108. Therefore total estimated cost: 

 Aspirational Proposals £12,425,000  

 Minimal Works £2,175,000 

2.109. These estimated costs are highly indicative and will be subject to significant refinement once the 

options are assessed in more detail and survey data has been accounted for.  
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3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

3.1. During the Industrial Revolution, the Bradford Beck was heavily modified in order to facilitate 

industrial development and the resulting steep, mostly straight channels provide little opportunity 

for wildlife to establish. 

3.2. The Shipley and Canal Road Corridor SDF provides an opportunity to reintegrate the Beck into 

Bradford’s public realm, raising its profile and naturalising it by daylighting the culverted sections 

and regrading the walls that currently form the river banks. 

3.3. The introduction of sinuosity, backwaters, bays, pools and riffles would provide variety to the bed 

and bank profile, reducing the overall rate of flow of the water and allowing flora and fauna to 

colonise the river bed and banks.  These would in turn yield a range of environmental, amenity and 

educational benefits, although it would be necessary for pollution caused by intermittent CSO 

discharges and unlicensed sewer connections to be dealt with to maximise the benefits of the 

proposed Bradford Beck enhancement works. 

3.4. CBMDC’s Greenway proposals along the east bank of the Beck and its potential future extension to 

the River Aire would increase accessibility, visibility and public awareness of the river within a 

continuous “linear park”, which could become a significant amenity following enhancement, having 

a positive impact on the area and acting as a catalyst for regeneration of the wider area. 

3.5. Improving the accessibility of the Beck would also raise environmental consciousness and promote 

a sense of stewardship in the local community; which in turn should lead to informal monitoring of 

the Beck’s condition and reporting of any pollution and littering. 

3.6. Restoration of the Beck would partially re-establish natural erosion and deposition mechanisms, 

which would require a degree of maintenance intervention to ensure its hydraulic integrity and flow 

capacity is maintained.  Such works would be of a relatively small scale and it is anticipated that 

they could be undertaken by the riparian owners, with minimal intervention from CBMDC. 

3.7. Although the rate of flow through the channel would be reduced, it is anticipated that the increase 

in channel and flood plain capacity provided by the proposed enhancements would reduce the risk 

of flooding overall, subject to confirmation through hydraulic modelling. 

3.8. Due to uncertainties in the timescales for implementation of the SDF, it is recommended that a Pilot 

Study focussing on a single preferred reach of the Beck should be commenced, which would 

require the following work stages: 

 Scoping and further survey work, to include: 

o Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey; 

o Phase 2 surveys, e.g. bats, invertebrates (including aquatics), fisheries; 

o Topographic survey; 

o Archaeology and Cultural Heritage; 

o Ground conditions; and 

o Utilities. 

 Design review (including hydraulic modelling) and refinement of costs; 

 Investigate funding options and make application(s); 

 Consents, e.g. planning, highway, land drainage; 
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 Detailed design; 

 Tender documentation; and 

 Construction. 

3.9. It is recommended that Area D should be the focus of a Pilot Study, based on one of the following 

options: 

 Option 1: Area D North – Briggate to southern extent of culvert; or 

 Option 2: Area D South – Northern extent of culvert to Poplar Road.  

3.10. At this stage, the indicative cost of implementation of either of these options works is estimated at 

approximately £800,000. 

3.11. A pilot Study would enable trials to assess both the implementation and long term performance of a 

variety of river restoration techniques along this reach and, assuming a positive outcome, providing 

greater certainty of success and acting as a catalyst for extending the scheme across the study 

area.  
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1. Summary of Indicative River Restoration Aspirational Proposals 
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2. CBMDC Flood Mapping  
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